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   Recently, the use of commercial drones has become a lot more popular. Many consumers enjoy flying drones around during their free time, taking advantage of their flight for use in photography, filming, and even something simple such as drone racing. Our group members are very fond of drones, and aim to enhance the personal experience of owning a drone. Most drones that are currently in use require the use of a controller, which can be a hassle depending on what the user is doing.

   The goal of this project is to enable a small personal drone to track and follow a user utilizing an array of sensors and cameras, as well as be able to be controlled verbally by said user. We wanted to make it possible to have a drone identify the user, follow them around, and follow voice commands from said user. Unlike most commercial drones, a physical controller won’t be required to operate the drone. Everything will be done onboard the drone, with the option of having a mobile app being integrated into the system later on.

   Our current approach is to take a commercial drone and utilize a raspberry pi microcontroller to control the drone. The pi should also be able to perform all of the calculations needed to perform the movement tracking. This is a proof-of-concept to show that it does not require advanced knowledge in making drones and to encourage others to participate in drone development.